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Site inspection on May 30, 2014

Work this week occurred in most parts of the site. The north side of the road,
between Boston Road and McDonalds, is largely prepped for paving. Additional
utilities are being installed and the travel lane is being expanded on the south
side of the road. Waterline work was substantially completed (with the exception
of the service connections) and drainage installation, with the exception of three
drainage structures was largely complete from Boston Road, east to the limit of
work line. Drainage work to the east of Boston Road is beginning to be staged at
the shoulder of the roadway, and work in this locus should commence in the next
work week.
The following chart shows the rain events in Westford, Massachusetts for May
2014 to date:
May 1, 2014
May 10, 2014
May 16, 2014
May 17, 2014
May 22, 2014
May 23, 2014
May 24, 2014
May 25, 2014
May 26, 2014
May 27, 2014
May 28, 2014
May 30, 2014

(0.55 inches)
(0.04 inches of rain)
(0.22 inches of rain)
(0.49 inches of rain)
(0.16 inches of rain)
(0.05 inches of rain)
(0.10 inches of rain)
(0.22 inches of rain)
(0.01 inches of rain)
(1.02 inches of rain)
(0.21 inches of rain)
(0.03 inches of rain)

The contractor completed and seeded the storm water management area in early
November of 2013. At my inspection this week, I noted continued stability and
germination across the bottom of the storm water management area. This area
remains stable, and the existing erosion controls appear adequate for the
observed conditions. The following photos show the germination on May 23 (Left
Hand Photo) and the growth a week later on May 30, 2014:
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As can be seen in the photos above, the growth on the sides and top of the
stormwater management area is weaker than bottom area growth. These areas
may need to be reseeded.
In general, the erosion and sedimentation controls remain intact. The following
photos show the conditions of the controls along Littleton Road in May 2014:
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Recent seeding along the northern road shoulder has begun to germinate and
work areas remain prepped for paving/improvements at the corner of Boston
Road and Littleton Road (Rt 110). In this area, the sidewalks were being shaped
and the corner prepared for binder pavement. The following photos show this
work, as well as some of the drainage line staged along this shoulder:

The contractor has continued to patch disturbed bituminous concrete after utility
installation. As can be seen in the photo below, several of the patches have a
temporary lip at the limit of work edge, which acts as a curb to keep sediment
from washing into the road:
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Work on the south side of Littleton Road was, again, more extensive than on the
northern shoulder this week. Water main installation is substantially complete,
and drainage main is also substantially complete to the east of Boston Road
intersection. Three drainage structures remain to be installed at the eastern
edge of the work area. This work is ongoing. At my inspection today, earth work
was limited to exploratory work to locate phone lines at the eastern edge of the
site prior to completion of drainage work:
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Other work this week on the south side of the road included completion of much
of the drainage main east of Boston Road:

The contractor has maintained the catchbasin grate liners on the south side of
Littleton Road, in areas where the grate is flush with the surface of the work area.
The basin liner within the McDonalds parking lot has been removed:

Work continues being staged from the shoulder of the roadway, although as the
work progresses, there are less and less staging areas. Staging of materials
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continues to be done from the shoulder of the roadway, and all equipment is
being stored in non- jurisdictional areas. At the time of my inspection, the
contractor was establishing staging areas along the northern shoulder of Littleton
Road, west of Boston Road in preparation for upcoming road widening and utility
work:

I was unable to find an opportunity to photograph Alan Visco working this week,
although I did locate him in his air-conditioned truck drinking iced coffee:
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Based on my inspection on May 30, 2014, I believe the site is in compliance with
the permits and SWPPP for the site. However, the following Best Management
Practices should continue to be performed:
1. Erosion controls should be inspected after every rain event. Repairs
should be made as needed.
2. Catch basin liners should be used for inlet protection as activity within
the Right of Way continues.
3. Contractor should continue to sweep excess sediment off of paved
surfaces as work for the day is completed. In particular, sediment on
the south side of the roadway should be prevented from discharging
into the adjacent parking lots.

Mary Trudeau, May 30, 2014
Environmental Monitor for EH Perkins Construction
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